Ancient African Topics

The Great Migrations: The Civilization of Zimbabwe Katelin Ferreira
The Great Migrations: The Coming of the Bantu- Finn Shadoian
The Great Migrations: The Bantu Culture - Susie Mueller
The Coming of Europe: Roots of European Expansion Emily Regan
The Coming of Europe: The Portuguese in Kongo and Angola- Bella Costa
The Coming of Europe: The Arrival of the Dutch - Joseph Volpe
The Coming of Europe: The British and French in West Africa - Jake Julian
The Coming of Europe: The Nature of the European Impact - Dominic Martin
The Coming of Europe: The European Trade - Cosmo Laurelli

Genesis of Modern Africa: Muhammad Ali and the Modernization of Egypt- Krista Varrichione

The Eastern Sudan-Egyptian Expansionism and the Mahdist Revolution: The Ecology of Poverty- jack wilbur
The Eastern Sudan-Egyptian Expansionism and the Mahdist Revolution: The Southern Sudan and the Slave Trade - Zachary DiMuccio

Population Explosions in Southern Africa: The Boer Trekkers- Evan Turgeon

Commerce and Statecraft in Eastern and Central Africa: The Rise of International Trade - Thomas Jefferson

Commerce and Statecraft in Eastern and Central Africa: Mirambo, Tippu Tip, and the Demise of Merchant Imperialism - Pooja Thyvalappil

The Partition of Africa: The Causes, Process, & Response Gianna Jacavone
The Partition of Africa: Modernization and Independence in Ethiopia - Sarah Lisa
The Rise of Nationalism in West Africa: The Demise of Forest Kingdoms- Jane D'Ambra
The Rise of Nationalism in West Africa: Liberia and the Tribulations of Independence - Agham-Jeet Sachdeva
The Foundations of Progress & Poverty in Southern Africa: The Revolution of Diamonds and Gold- Samantha Dubord

In the Heart of Darkness: The Belgian Congo- Lexi Handy

Toward Independence: Independence Movements in the Northeast alyssa conlan

Modern Africa- The Quest for Power and Prosperity: The Problem of Political Stability - Katie Walsh

Modern Africa- The Quest for Power and Prosperity: Military Coup and Civil War - Dakota Yoon

Modern Africa- The Quest for Power and Prosperity: The Pan- African Movement Camille Costantino

Modern Africa- The Quest for Power and Prosperity: The Refugees Mia Puglia

Modern Africa- The Quest for Power and Prosperity: Quest for an African Identity Rachel Folco

Modern Asian Historical Topics

Medieval India and Southeast Asia: South India - Sarah Lisa

China- A Golden Age: Reunification in China - Cosmo Laurelli

China- A Golden Age: The Mongol Conquest and the Yuan Dynasty-Jane D’Ambra

China- A Golden Age: Chinese Culture and the Empire Gianna Jacavone

The West Arrives in Asia: The Portuguese in Asia- Bella Costa

The West Arrives in Asia: The Spanish in the Philippines- Susie Mueller

The West Arrives in Asia: Trading Bases in Asia- Katelin Ferreira
The West Arrives in Asia: Christians and Spices - Evan Tugreon

The West Arrives in Asia: The Russian Advance in Asia - Joseph Volpe

The West Arrives in Asia: Japan’s Christian Century - Finn Shadoian

The West Arrives in Asia: The English in Asia - Dominic Martin

Manchu China and Tokugawa Japan: The Opium War - Jack Wilbur
The Rise of British Power in India: Westerners in India - Krista Varrichione

The Rise of British Power in India: The Orientalists and the Bengal Renaissance - Katie Walsh

Subjugation, Nationalism, and Revolution in China and India: Prominent Figures in the May Fourth Movement - Samantha Dubord

Revival and Revolution in Japan and China: China in Revolution - Jake Julian

Revival and Revolution in Japan and China: Taiwan - Lexi Handy

Korea and Southeast Asia in the Modern World: Bloody Cambodia - Zachary DiMuccio

South Asia: Independence, Political Division, and Development: Female Leaders of South Asia - Alyssa Conlan

Asia at the Close of the Century: Population Growth - Rachel Folco

Asia at the Close of the Century: Pollution - Camille Costantino

Asia at the Close of the Century: Urbanization - Emily Regan

Asia at the Close of the Century: Economic Growth Rates - Thomas Jefferson

Asia at the Close of the Century: Tradition in Modern Asia - Mia Puglia